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ABSTRACT
Existence of defects during software development process is
basically attributable to the intrinsic complex nature of
software. Hence, various defect management techniques are
adopted in software industries in order to enhance the level of
confidence during software development process such that the
end product is deployed with as minimal defects as possible.
Nevertheless, there still reside defects which escape the
production system and gets deployed onsite as defect leaks.
However, it is not just the defect leak which is matter of
concern, but the type of defect that had escaped from quality
assurance team. This paper thus aims to provide a
comprehensive examination of defect leak and its root cause
analysis. The study is carried out in one of the leading product
based software industry where projects for investigation
comprise of non-critical applications. The inferences throw
light on the possible root causes for occurrence of P1 type of
pre-production defects.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ever since the inception of Software Engineering concepts,
generation of software undergoes the entire process of
software development life cycle. Complete production cycle
has human intervention in addition to the use of automated
tools. However, due to the complexity of software, the
advancement of technology is still unable to produce defect
free software. Defect in software is deemed to be an important
issue that needs to be addressed instantaneously. This defect is
observed as a flaw either in the product or observed during the
production process. Defect left undetected or eliminated is
prone to customer dissatisfaction [1].
Hence, software industry has implemented several defect
management strategies in order to effectively manage the
defects [2]. The main intention of this mode of operation is to
ship the product with confidence to the customer’s site. A
defect free software product is representation of high quality
which thereby ensures the attainment of total customer
satisfaction. Since, the industrial atmosphere is all the time
proven to by dynamic and highly competitive, it has become
an inevitable concern to realize complete customer
satisfaction through the production of high quality software.
However, it is worth to note that software generation
materialize through various phases of software life cycle
which includes requirements engineering, design, code
construction, testing and quality assurance scrutiny process
[3]. Despite of implementation of high end technology and
tools during the production process, due to the human
intervention, development inexorably goes on with defect
injection.
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It is time to recall that defect injected needs to be detected and
eliminated as close to its origin as possible. This is because
defect is not static but propagates across the phases of
development. Additionally, this proliferation has proven to
have ripple effect on the quality of software. Hence, it is
imperative to incorporate effective defect management
techniques. Further, the impact of defect is not the same when
injected at any phase or even when discovered at some phase.
Besides, the impact of defect yet again varies with type of
defect identified [4].
Thus, it is not just defect count which is of prime significance
but the type of defect. This is because; nature of defect can be
blocker, critical, major, minor or trivial. Further, the impact of
each of these defects is estimated to be blocker or severe type
of defect, work around or medium type of defect, cosmetic or
low severity type of defect. Accordingly, blocker and major
defects are deemed to be having high severity impact on the
quality of the software. Major or minor nature of defect is
considered to have an impact which is of medium severity
type. Furthermore, trivial defect is the one whose impact is
very low upon the quality of the software [5][6][7][8].
The aim of this paper is however focused towards analysing
the impact of severe type of defect during the pre-production
process.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
Since, quality attainment is the motto of any software
organization, there always persist various research and
innovative thoughts towards accomplishment of the same.
Works of various authors indicate that there is always a scope
for betterment in the modes of developing software during the
developmental process.
Authors of [9] have worked to introduce a qualitative and
quantitative metric in order to enhance the quality of software
generation process. They state that by improving software
inspection technique, it possible to reduce the testing time and
also it is possible to capture maximum number of defects. The
aim of their work is to ensure that defects do not leak and get
identified as customer reported defects [9].
Authors of [10] have further investigated maturity level of
testing and recommends that testing should be given equal
emphasize at all phases of software development. They feel
that time given for testing especially at requirements and
design phases are insufficient to capture all defects which are
injected at the respective phases. They hence suggest that if
defect is not identified and eliminated nearing to its inception
point, cost, time rework and overhead of the project will
increase resulting in customer dissatisfaction [10].
Therefore, authors of [11] have explored the significance of
integrating exploratory testing during the testing life cycle
such that maximum defects can be unearthed. They have
compared the impact of testing without exploratory and also
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success nature of exploratory testing in capturing maximum
number of defects using empirical investigation of software
projects [11].
However, authors of [12] have proven that defects are
requirements phase has severe impact on the quality of
software [12]. But, authors in [13] have proven that a defect
that gets injected in design is majorly due to improper
coupling and cohesion. They have used graph theory to
correlate the issues of design flaws so that it becomes possible
to resolve them using mathematical visualization [13].
Authors in [14] have viewed the quality of software to be
depending on efficiency of the project managers in effectively
allocating the resources. The aim of their research is to enable
one to assign right skilled personnel in order to ascertain
development of nearly zero defect free software [14]. Further,
authors in [15] have worked to prove that scope creep is one
of the modulating factors to achieve quality of software. They
have proven that impact of scope creep is observed on defect
count, time, cost, customer satisfaction level and success of
the project [15].
It is now time however to not only estimate or evaluate the
impact of defect through defect prevention strategies but also
to formulate defect prediction techniques [16]. Authors in
[17] surveyed different data mining algorithms used for defect
prediction in software and also discuss the performance and
effectiveness of data mining algorithms [17].
With reference to the work of authors, authors of [18] defect
prevention is given significance in software organizations.
They hence strongly suggest that defect prevention should be
emphasized at both the project and organizational level. Their
work provides a general framework of defect prevention
activities whose intention is to aim at reduction of post defect
density in order to improve quality of software produced [18].
In support of the above stated authors, the work carried out by
the authors of [19] positions towards reducing residual
defects. The authors have thus identified the factors that
influences defect injection and defect detection to reduce
residual defects [19].
It is interesting to know about the work of [20]] who has
presented the most common root causes for coding defects. He
explains the expensive nature of cost of software defects when
they remain undetected close to their injection points [20].
However, the aim of this research is to comprehend the impact
of pre production defects during software development with
the main area of focus to be on impact of existence of high
severity defects as defect leak.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Since, this research is to analyze the impact of defects during
software development process, this research team has
investigated various software industries. However, this paper
presents an empirical investigation carried out in one of the
leading product based software industry. This, randomly
sampled industry is developing various non critical
applications. However, this paper illustrates sample of
Telecom projects which are developed in Java J2EE
technology. Data for these projects are collected from Quality
Assurance department. The data is further analyzed to
understand the impact of pre production defects on the quality
of the software and hence the customer satisfaction level.

4. CASE STUDY
An empirical investigation of software projects is carried out
in one of the leading product based software industry. These
projects are developed since 2013. The sampled projects are
evaluated based on complexity. Since, the company follows
complexity measurement in the levels of 1 to 5, a project
having complexity 1 is deemed to be simple project while a
project whose complexity is measured as 5 is considered to be
highly complex project.
Table 1 depicts randomly sampled projects from the telecom
domain. The table provides information about total project
development time, cost for developing the entire project,
complexity of the project, number of defects captured during
the production cycle, number of defect classification, number
of defect escapes, number of customer reported defects and
customer satisfaction index of every project. Projects in the
table are arranged in ascending order of total project
development time since complexity is same for several
projects.
Table 1 infers that total defects captured need not increase
with either complexity or even with project development
hours. However, cost has shown increase in the sorted
projects. Further, these projects indicate increase in
complexity. It may be observed that as complexity increases,
total number of defects need not get increased.
Table further indicates total number of defect classification
captured. The sampled projects depicted in this paper indicate
only P1 type of defects being captured. This is because these
projects are selectively presented in this paper in order to
understand the reasons for this type of defects to be present
during production process. The main aim of this manner of
investigation is twofold namely
(i) to reduce the total number of defects in the production
cycle
(ii) to reduce total number of defects which has high severity
impact on quality of software
It may be noted that conventionally high severity defects are
represented as P1 defects, P2 defects as medium severity
defects while defects having low severity is represented as P3
defects. Table 1 infers that with increase in complexity and
total number of project development hours, P1 defect count
need not increase which is observed in project P4.
Further, it is worth to recall that a defect escape is treated as
escape of those defects within the software development life
cycle that has gone past in quality assurance section. Some
defects however, escapes beyond quality assurance which is
known as defect leak. However, they are detected and
captured in user acceptance test (UAT) well before the
production is completed and ready for deployment. Table 1
infers that total number of defect escapes also need not depend
either on complexity or project development time as witnessed
in projects P4 and P6.
Defects that cross detection beyond UAT are treated as
customer reported defects since they are identified in the
deployed state of the product in the customer’s site. Table 1
indicates that neither does complexity nor do the time has an
impact on the total number of customer reported defects as
seen in project P6. However, customer satisfaction level is all
the time measured in a rate of 1 to 10 in industry.
Accordingly, a Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI) rated 1
indicates least customer satisfaction while CSI of 10 indicates
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total customer satisfaction. Table 1 specified that all the

projected depicted in this paper has CSI rated 9 and above.

Table 1 Pre Production defect profile for Telecom domain projects
Domai
n

Teleco
m

Parameters

Project
-1

Project
-2

Project
-3

Project
-4

Project
-5

project
-6

Project
-7

Proejct
-8

Project
-9

Project10

Project hours of
development (*)

1260

1390

1460

1475

1890

2140

2850

3250

3440

4100

Cost (**)

1400

1400

1800

1400

2100

16270

2900

3700

3200

4200

Complexity
(***)

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

# of defects
captured

67

72

79

62

91

84

92

107

99

114

# of defects
classification

6P1

9P1

13P1

8P1

14P1

14P1

17P1

19P1

19P1

21P1

# of escapes

3

2

4

2

4

3

5

5

5

5

# customer
reported defects

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

3

3

3

# customer
satisfaction
index(CSI)

9.3

9.2

9.1

9.3

9.2

9.2

9.2

9.1

8.9

9

(*)- Measured in Man hours; (**) – Measured in US Dollars; (***) – Measured on a scale of 1 to 5
Despite the above inferences, it is yet not apparent the impact
of P1 defects on quality of software. Hence, further analyzing
the various parameters as depicted in the table draws few
more inferences as given below.

bearing defects. Table 2 indicates the enumerated root causes
for P1 defects.
Table 2 Enumerated factors for possibility of P1 defect
occurrences at various phases of software development

When P1 defect is less, CSI is more indicating that

𝑃1 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ∝ 𝐶𝑆𝐼

Phase of software
development

Enumerated list of factors

(Eq. 1)
Since, P1 defects can cause problems both in the cycle and
post production, it is required to reduce defects and analyze
especially P1 defects. Therefore, it is imperative to capture P1
defects as pre production defects instead of getting it caught
as post production defects by the customer. Other benefits of
capturing P1 defects during pre production cycle include
(i)

Reduction of testing time

(ii)

Faster rate of delivery of the product to the
customer

(iii)

Increased productivity

(iv)

Enhanced customer satisfaction

(v)

Reduced scope for rework in terms of time and
cost

(vi)

Reflection of maturity level of the company.

Due to the aforementioned benefits resulting from the
identification of P1 defects, this research further directed
towards analyzing various root causes for injection of such
severity defects. Our deep investigation brings out the
rationale for the possibility of injection of P1 type of severity

Requirements not well understood
Requirements
Engineering

Requirements improperly
translated into design
Design characteristics not
properly understood

Design

Design characteristics not
properly coded
Missing design characteristics

Code Construction

Quality
Assurance/Quality
Control

User Test does not cover all the
functionalities
Tester improper understanding of
functionality
Inadequate/insufficient code
coverage
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Improper selection of test cases
Insufficient Regression Testing
Environmental factors
Configuration errors in terms of
hardware/software platforms
Table 2 thus infers that for any of the above stated reasons, it
is possible for the occurrence of P1 severity defect. A
complete knowledge of P1 defects and its impact on CSI
certainly ensures one towards either elimination or reduction
of existence of P1 defects in pre production cycle as against
its total avoidance of the same as customer reported defects.

5. CONCLUSION
Software production is one of the major thrust areas of any
production systems. However, generation of high quality
software is always a challenge to achieve. This is because of
complete customer satisfaction is dependent on quality level
of the project. Further, quality is dependent on defect count,
type of defect and its impact on other project success deciding
factors such as time, cost etc. This paper put forth a case study
carried out in one of the leading product based software
industry. An empirical investigation telecom project is carried
out in order to analyze the impact of P1 type of defects on
customer satisfaction index. Further, root cause analysis is
carried out to explore the reasons for occurrences of P1 defect
at various phases of software development in the production
cycle. This knowledge enables one to aim at bringing out
methodologies to either eliminate or reduce the existence of
P1 defects.
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